Impact of ship emission controls recorded by cloud properties
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The impact of aerosols on cloud properties is one of the largest uncertainties in the anthropogenic forcing of the climate system. As large, isolated sources of aerosol, ships provide the ideal opportunity to investigate aerosol-cloud interactions. However, their use for quantifying the aerosol impact on clouds has been limited by a lack on information on the aerosol perturbation generated by the ship.

In this work, satellite cloud observations are combined with ship emissions estimated from transponder data. Using over 17,000 shiptracks during the implementation of emission controls, the central role of sulphate aerosol in controlling shiptrack properties is demonstrated. Meteorological factors are shown to have a significant impact on shiptrack formation, particularly cloud-top relative humidity. Accounting for this meteorological variation, this work also demonstrates the potential for satellite retrievals of ship sulphate emissions, providing a pathway to the use of cloud observations for monitoring air pollution.